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Lackluster budget
brings aftershocks
I

Faculty contract negotiations are planned to open on Nov. 17

Cuts leave many begging for money (Courtesy of caglecartoons.com).

Michael Iannolo
Staff Writer

F

acuity strikes m~...be in
CSUSB's future due to
an underfwlded budget,
according to the California Faculty
Association (CFA).
CSUSB Chapter President
Marcia Marx said Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger's recall of $3 1.3
million from the CSU's already
lackluster budget last month has
further pushed the administration to
reopen cbntract negotiations with
faculty.
"It's too early to tell exactly
what faculty will want specifically
from the negotiations," Marx said.
"But our primary concern is making sure that there's no more tuition
increases for students and that they
have enough classes."
The August 2007 contract between CFA members and the CSU
Board of Trustees includes raises
for CSU faculty this year. These include a general salary increase
(GSI) of 3 percent, a service salary
increase (SSI) of 2.65 percent, $7
million in funds for a post-program
increase program and $7 million for
an equity pay increase program.
The GSI would affect every
faculty member, while the SSI
would only affect those members
who are eligible - about one third
of the faculty, according to CFA.
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Budget cuts have pushed the administration to reopen contract negotiations (Michael Iannolo/Chronicle).

Unemployment Rate

Home development
gets mixed reviews
Albert Sabate
Staff Writer
SUSB may receive a
980-home development in it's back hills
if approved by the San Bernardino
City Council.
In September 2008, Inland
Communities Corp. donated 239
acres of undeveloped land to
CSUSB, increasing its total acreage
to 680 acres.
The project, University Hills,
is a residential community project.
If approved by the city council,
it would call for 169.5 of the 404

C

Continued on Pg. 2

acres of the northeast hills of
CSUSB to be developed. University Hills has the potential to accommodate a total of 980
residences.
Four acres of the project would
be dedicated to creating 60 units for
faculty and staff housing and theremainder is to be used as a 'land laboratory,' according to recently
.released media articles.
"Universities are having trouble getting high-quality faculty to
their institutions," Casey Dailey, assistant to San Bernardino Mayor
Pat Morris said. "It's a huge probContinued on Pg. 2
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ew graduates are facing the highest unemployment rate in
14 years, according to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics.

Health & Science

get the axe
would include cuts to the state's
highlr education, K-12 education
and Medi-Cal Reimbursements.
his year's CSU budget
The cuts made earlier this
cuts are already steep month went unprotested by CSU
and
Gov. Chancellor Reed for which he has
Schwarzenegger has tacked on ad- received much scrutiny from the
ditional reductions.
California Faculty Association
The CSU took a budget cut of (CFA).
$3 1.3 million last month and the
He has taken a different posiGovernor's newest proposal would tion on the current cuts. "... these poadd another $66
tential mid-year
million.
cuts combined
As of now,
with reductions
the proposal has
already made to
not passed and
our budget will
result in fewer
would need a
two-thirds rnaqualified
stujority vote by . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, dents being ad-

Lauren Padia
Copy Editor/ Staff Writer

T

HThe csu creates
the foundation for a
revitalized
economy."

the state Senate and Assembly before becoming a law.
As well as the cut to CSU
funds, Schwarzenegger has proposed a cut of $4.5 billion to the entire state budget.
The potential $4.5 billion cut

mitted to our universities," Reed
said in a media release following
Gov. Schwarzenegger's proposal.
The CFA has been a large opponent of the budget cuts.
"The CSU creates the foundaContinued on Pg. 2

Unemployment up,
grads hopes down
2006

2009

Year
The current unemploy ment rate is the highest since 1994 (Courtesy
of the Bureau of Labor Statistics).
Greg McKinley
Staff Writer

CSUfunds

The current unemployment
rate climbed to 6.5 percent in October, bringing the total to l 0.1
million unemployed, the highest
since March 1994.
Some experts believe the unemployment rate may climb as
high as 10 percent.

Multi-Cultural

The unemployment rate during the Great Depression was 25
percent.
Some students have already
felt the effects of unemployment
rates.
"I just started looking at jobs
this week. I was looking at a lot of
large corporations and some small
ones. There's not a lot of openings," Becky Venckeleer, a
CSUSB marketing student said.
"Looking for a job is giving me
anxiety, I have four months to fmd
a job before I become a part of the
statistics."
MeritAid.com, a free Internet
service providing data on colleges

and scholarships, conducted a survey of more than 2,500 prospective college students across the
nation.
The survey found that 64 percent of prospective college students ru;e very concerned about
their ability to find a job after college.
Some students may choose to
go to graduate schools instead of
trying to find a job in the current
economy.
Applications for CSU graduate programs are up 3 7 percent
from this time last year, according
to the California State University
Continued on Pg. 2
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~== ew president,
H~dme
development
to
be
.~oted
on
•

new promises
•

•

f?a~ret Tedesco
'S.'faff Writer

resident-elect Barack
Obama promised much
.
throughout his race to
White House and many expect
te hold him and his administration
ifu~ to the promises made along the
~paign trail.
The principal priorities of the
ebama/Biden Administration include: a plan to revive the economy,
fix our health care system, education, and social security. system,
!O define a clear path to energy independence, to end the war responsibly in Iraq and finish our mission
in Afghanistan, and to work with
our- allies to prevent Iran from developing a nuclear weapon, among
many other domestic and foreign
policy objectives.
The Obama!Biden administration also plans to revive the economy by reversing Bush's tax cuts
for .the wealthy while protecting tax
cuts for poor and middle class families.
The administration is cornmitted rto end "wasteful" government
spending, as well as taking a strong
stand against raising the federal
debt limit.
Obama 's upcoming administration could possibly lower higher
education costs.
In a proposed plan to make college affordable for all Americans, a
college student who conducts l 00
hours of community service could
earn universal and fully refundable
tax credit ensuring that the first
$4,000 of their college education is
completely free, according to the

..

the

io

Office of the President-elect.
Obama and Biden's plari to institute a healthy America plans to
reduce costs and save a typical
American family up to $2,500 per
year, his office states. This would
be made possible with lower drug
costs that allow the importation of
safe medicines from other developed countries. His plan would also
require hospitals to collect and report health care costs and quality
data.
The administration also plans
to promote public health with preventive services, including cancer
screenings, and an increase in state
and local preparedness for terrorist
attacks and natural disasters.
The Obama!Biden administration also plans to issue a responsible phased withdrawal from Iraq.
Once in office, Obama will
give his Secretary of Defense a new
mission in Iraq: ending the war. Although the administration will remove U.S. troops, there will remain
a U.S. presence in Iraq.
The Obama!Biden administration also plans to tackle U.S. energy
independence.
The New Energy for America
plan would help create five million
new jobs by investing $150 billion
over the next 10 years to catalyze
private efforts to build a clean energy future, ensure 10 percent of
our electricity comes from renewable sources by 2012 and 25 percent by 2025.
Their plans could implement
an economy-wide cap-and-trade
program to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 80 percent by 2050,
according to their office website.
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nut Grove Linear Park, [and] ~wo
neighborhood parks," stated inlandcorp.com.
The San Bernardino Planning
Commission approved the project
by a 4-3 vote on Nov. 5.
The San Bernardino City
Council is scheduled to vote on the
project on Nov. 17.

Faculty renegotiatio~s sparked
force payment of the ratses.
"This was not unexpected,"
However, the Higher Educa- CFA President Lillian Taiz, a histion
Compact
between tory professor at Cal State Los AnSchwarzenegger, CSU Chancellor geles, said. "We anticipated this
Charles B. Reed and UC President response and CFA has been preparRobert C. Dynes provides CSU ad- ing for this possibility for months."
ministration with another option "We hope the administration
reopen faculty
will not want our
negotiations.
collective enerOn Oct. 10,
gies sucked into
in reply to the
another
proCFA's inquiries,
tracted bargaining fight at a
the CSU administration inditime when our
u
energy is better
cated
its
intentions to re- , ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _., spent on cooper-

NWe anticipated
this response and
CFA has been
preparing for this
possibility...

open contract negotiations with faculty for the 2008/09 year.
The renegotiations are scheduled to begin Nov. 17, according to
the CFA.

ative activities," Taiz said.
Marx also believes that there
are more important issues than the
payment of these promised dues
right now.

tion for a revitalized economy. We
are not going to sit by quietly while
another axe drops on the neck of
California's future," CFA President
Lillian Taiz said in a CFA media release. "The revenue proposals are
miniscule and fall heaviest on the
middle class," Taiz added.
Many feel that the tax cuts
would increase expenses for the
wrong group of people.

The cuts to the CSU could potentially increase the costs of tuition
and other school fees, which could
limit the opportunity to public
higher education.
"The CSU prepares the majority of California's workforce, and
these budget cuts will have a direct
impact on the state's economy if we
are unable to provide graduates for
California's key industries," Reed

said.
California's ailing economy,
combined with an increasing number of applicants to CSU schools
has added insult to injury to the deteriorating fiscal situation.
"This also comes at a time
when the CSU is, experiencing a 20
percent increase in the number of
applications we are receiving from
students wanting to enroll next fall.

Continued:

Unemployment rate increases ·
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have the undeveloped 235 acres
shifted to incorporate their landing
approach. This way, they claim,
homeowners and pilots would be
safer.
"University Hills also contains
approximately I 0 acres of parks, including a 2-acre private community
clubhouse, 5-acre California Wal-

"This is primarily a budget
issue," Marx said: ':rhe focus
should be to get a healthy budget."
The Higher Education Compact was a deal struck at the peak of
a 2004 budget crisis.
The compact promised steady
funding increases tp CSUs and UCs
through 20 I 0 .
Because all faculty raises are
dependent on money from the legislature, the funds may be "referred
back to the parties for further meeting and conferring" if the budget is
insufficient, according to Government Code 3572(b).
Marx encourages anyone interested in speaking on the state
budget or faculty negotiations to attend the next CSU Board of
Trustees meetings, Nov. 18-19.

CA governor proposes another budget cut

. ..

- - - - - - - - - - -
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local chapter of the United States
~a~g Glid~llg & Para~liding AssoCiatiOn.
,
They are concerned that the
planned development "would block
the landing approach to the airpark," their landing area, according
to their website.
They have been pressuring to

Continued:

Advertising Manager: Linda Sand
Advisor: Jim Smart
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The residential community project, "University Hills'' is planned to be developed in the northeast hills behind CSUSB (Courtesy of Casey Dailey, assistant to San Bernardino Mayor Pat Morris).

Ccmtinued:

The post~program increase
.wauld bt.mef~a.c\llty' mem...
bers who have exhausted all ofthefr
SSI eligibility and the equity pay
increase would help balance certain
salary inequities among faculty.
Some of these pay increases,
such as the GSI, were scheduled to
be in effect as fat:, back as July 1.
Because ofSchwarzenegger 's
record-setting late budget proposal,
signed less than two months ago,
the CSU system has not l~gally
been able to disperse the funds, according to the CFA.
But since the budget was finalized on Sept. 23, the CSU administration has done nothing to ena<;:t
the GSI or SSI.
This prompted the CFA to send
a letter on Oct. 7 in an attempt to

'·
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!em everywhere; with such high
housing prices. It's hard to entice
faculty to stay in the area.'
If a professor could obtain the
equivalent pay and a less expensive
home somewhere else, it's less encouraging for them to stay, explained Dailey.
They may move somewhere
more affordable.
"I'm very excited to see this. It
will be very helpful to CSUSB and
as a consequence, students will
have a higher level of education,"
Dailey said.
The university will use the preserve for academic and research
purposes, according to a CSUSB
media release.
"It's supercool!" Dailey said.
"The 'land laboratory' is a unique
opportunity for CSUSB."
Although many see this development as one that may improve
student life on campus and accessibility to on-campus resources, others find this development rather
controversial.
"The project would be in a
flood-prone alluvial fan, on three
faults and in a fire-prone area of the
city," stated a recent media release.
"The developing committee
has worked diligently [to account
for these troubles]," Dailey said.
"(They] have tried to create boundaries using hill contours, paths,
[and] roads. They believe the designs will help prevent fires from
spreading into residential areas."
Another disgruntled group is
the Cres.tline Soaring Society, the

(CSU).
"Something that has been advised to me is that if the economy
is this bad when I graduate I might
as well continue my education,"
marketing student Francisco
Ramirez said.
The MeritAid survey found
that 57 percent of students said
they are now considering a less
prestigious college because of
costs.
According to the survey, 48
percent of students said they are
more concerned than ever about
being able to afford any college at
all, let alone the most prestigious

colleges in the nation.
"My dad owns a family practice in.Hemet. Unemployed workers can't afford health insurance or
to go to the doctor. It's hurt his
business, it has
been the worst
year he has
seen," Ramirez
said. "I just took
out loans for the
first time."
The decrease in employment has some
students worried that they may not
be able to fmd jobs in the field
they want.

"I got a job offer through an
internship but it's not a job I want
to do. I may have to take it anyways," Yenckeleer said.
"What I really want to do is
something in
recreational
sports, like
Sports Authority," Ramirez
said. "I might
not get that job I
want, so I will
have to go wherever I can. I'm not
saying I expect to get a job I
enjoy, but I'd like one where I can
work hard and get compensated."

The dr.op in
employment has
some students
worried...

Unfortunately, we will not be able
to meet this demand without adequate resources," Reed said.
CSUSB has fared well through
the earlier cuts. President Albert
Karning was able to offset the decrease in funds with a one-time reserve fund. However, any future
cuts could cause fewer classes to be
offered, an adjustment in energy
savings and building temperatures.

CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments for Rent
Cooper Canyon Apartments
I bedroom, 1 bath starting at
$680.00; 2 bedroom, 2 bath
starting at $880.00. Ask about
the $99 Move-In special
(909) 8'81-0814, (951) 3235017. 1525 E. Lynwood Dr.
San Bernardino, CA 92404
All completely remodeled
apartments! Laundry facilities onsite, gated community,
and maintained swimming
pol. Locally owned b~
CSUSB Alumni.
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.Excavating info at the museum
Maricela Miguel
Staff Writer

T

he Robert V. Fullerton
(RVF) Art Museum
hosted two art lectures
this year and will be hosting several
more others.
The lecture series which will
take place on Jan. 8, Feb. 12, Mar.
12, Apr. 9, and May 14, give students the opportunity to Jearn about
rare artifacts.
Among the series of lectures
for the 2008-2009 academic year:
"Half a Century of Excavating
Egypt: William Flinders Petrie;s
Contributions to Egyptology."
The lecture took place in the
RVF Art Museum on Nov. 13
hosted by Margaret Serpico as the
guest lecturer.
Serpico is the project consultant for the development of the new

Ancient Egyptian galleries at the life offamed archaeologist William
Brighton Museum and Art Gallery Flinders Petrie.
Petrie is 89 years old and is
in England as well as the honorary
research associate of the Petrie Mu~ considered to be the founder of
Egyptology in the United Kingdom
seum.
Serpico traveled all the way as well as the father of modern
archeology.
from London to
Petrie
visit the mupentmorethan
seum and lecture.
ve decades exEva Kirsch,
~"or
avating variJ,
P
us sites in
director of the
gypt and most
museum, introduced Serpico.
f the collected
artifacts
The lecture .,.._ _ _...,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __...e
make up the
was not only a
preview to the opening of "Exca- Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archevating Egypt: Great Discoveries ology collection.
Also, the lecture touched on
from the Petrie Museum of Egyptof some of the artifacts
the
history
ian Archeology," taking place on
Nov. 22 from 5 p.m. to 7, but a re- discovered by Petrie. Among the arcount of some of the history behind tifacts to be displayed in the Nov.
22 exhibition are some rare Egyptthe exhibition.
One of the topics discussed the ian artifacts from the Petrie Mu-

Rare artifacts from
Egypt will be on disthe
Piau. some
very first time in the
United States.

seum of Egyptian Archeology,
which are being brought to the
United States for the very ftrst time.
The exhibit, "Excavating
Egypt" will feature 220 objects displaying aspects of daily life and
burial of ancient Egyptians, according to the .RVF Art Museum website.
The opening reception will feature a special preview by Dr. Elizabeth Waraksa from UCLA, who
will give a tour about the exhibition
for those that want more information about the artifacts .
The opening reception and the
special preview are free to the public.
The 'museum is open Tuesday .
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.
For more information on the
Robert V. Fullerton Art Museum Egyptian Archeology at the Robert V. Fullerton Museum (Courtesy ·
of Robert Whitehead).
visit www.museum.csusb.edu.

Hip Hop imposters take center stage
Breshone Christmas
Staff Writer
ichael Jackson won
a best performance
award minutes before fleeing at Wednesday nights
Hip Hop Imposters Awards Ceremony.
·Well not really Michael Jackson, but that is what Hip Hop Imposters is really all about.
CSUSB 's Cross Cultural Center hosted the Hip Hop Imposters
Awards where students dressed up
and performed as their favorite
artists.
The event ranged from
today's popular hip hop artist to

M

Tyree Vance as the king of pop (Breshone Christmas/Chronicle).

artists from the 80s.
The Cross Cultural Center
hosted ~is same event last year,
but it was not a big turnout.
This year they decid7Kto promote a little more and piesent
more acts, have a raftfe and free
giveaway.
All these efforts brought a
bigger crowd in this year.
The event kicked off with a
special performance by the Carter
Boys.
, Then came the celebrities, Jeremy Va~quez, ASI president, as
Ludacris.
Brandon Allen, political science major, performed as the R&B
artist T-Pain performing "Chopped·

and Screwed."
Both imposters were animated
and performed well.
"Brandon Allen as T-Pain was
my favorite performance , he did
really good," Lawanda Hodges
said. "I just wanted to see all of
the performances."
Following the R&B duo,
KeyShaud Green and Antonio
Johnson performed as Lupe Fiasco
and Jay-Z.
Johnson as Jay-Z performed
"Pressure" and Green as Lupe Fiasco performed "Kick Push
Artist".
This made the crowd excited
because the audience felt as
though it was the real thing.

" I like this event because it
shows that different people can
step out of their boundaries and
show their personalities in their
performances," Qiana Robinson
said.
"My favorite part was the
performanc of, Ice Cube. He was ·
the best, because that's my dog,"
said Brichelle Jones.
The winner of the event and a
cash prize of $100 was ASI Vice
President Tyree Vance, who also
helped with the event.
~ He performed as the King of
Pop, Michael Jackson.
The judging was based on the
noise the crowd made for each
performer.

Pizza with the president :~
Karina Amador
Staff Writer

Complete your teaching
be a paid intern teacher

,

The College of Education
Bernardino has pro~a1.11,
and special '-'U~~l!oo...'"'""~

'·

SUSB students got to
eat pizza with Presib dent Dr. Albert Karnig
in an open forum held at the San
Manuel Student Union.
ASI (Associated Students Incorporated) organized "Pizza with
the president," an event held on
Thurs., Nov. 13, 2008 where students got to ask Dr. Karnig different questions ranging from topics
like fmancial aid to food services.
ASI give students the opportunity tq communicate with the administrators in the school as well as
upper management.
One of the concerns that were
brought up was regarding the outsourcing, of our bookstore and food
court.
Some students believe that
book and food prices have gone up
in price.
"We don't have the buying capability that Sodexo and Follett
have," Dr. Karnig said.
Karnig also elaborated on the
mix-up that occurred when study
guides and other materials that were
not required by professors were put
in the required section, confusing
students.
"It's not going to happen anymore. The books were always there
but they were mistakenly placed
with the required texts.
It's unfortunate this mistake
happened on the first day," Karnig
said.
Many students were eager to
find out about our school's future
· with financial aid and tuition.
"Next year we will admit 500
fewer students," Karnig said.
"It's a terrible thing when we
encourage them to come, then we
do the opposite. There's a glimmer
of hope• it won't happen," Kamig
said.
It is anticipated that the state
will be in worse ftscal shape next
year and tuition may increase.
Karnig said chances of tuition
going up are 80 percent and they

Dr. Karnig met with students over pizza (Chronicle file photo).
may increase by up to 10 percent.
Dr. Karnig also mentioned ::
by
a
there
will be a new Master of Fine ;:
Another question raised
. l
•
student was why it seems that Arts program and that he will ask :.
there's no money left over, even college deans to focus on environ- ::
when they take out loans.
mental programs.
·
·
Karnig gave the floor to
Students who live in the dorms
Rosanna Diaz, director of Financial had questions regarding health ihAid.
spectors coming unnoticed to the •
"There are registration charges, Residence Halls.
Lovellie Almogela, Director of :
mandatory fees and housing fees if
you decide to live on campus," Housing and Residential Life, said :·:
Diaz said.
that advertisements and emails are ··
As far as future plans for new sent to let students know that a
buildings and programs, Karnig health inspector will be visiting on
said buildings will be expanded and certain dates.
..
new programs will be added as
Almogela said they have to ...
well.
abide by the state's Fire Marshal's ·~
"There will be a major addition rules and conftscate candles, alco- ·~
to the Performing Arts building. A hol and any type of weapons.
500-seat theater is proposed,"
Students that attended the :
Kamig said.
event found it to be very informa- ·:
Karnig said there will be in in- tive.
crease in the nursing program. The
"The meeting was very useful
Health Center will double in size · and informative. We get to find out
and they will add new offices and what's going on in our school," :
Lupe Heldoorn, a junior, said.
classrooms as well.
"The emphasis is on smaller
"It's my ftrst time attending an
classes but there will also some event like this and it was great. Jle :.
larger ones. There will be a mixture was direct and straightforward. It :·
of classes so that faculty can get in- was very interesting that the Finanvolved in the success of students," cial Aid director and housing direcDr. Karnig said.
tor were here too. I felt bad that
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: :P art-time smokers
~:take full-time risks
havior that is widely less under- pick and choose who it will take
stood than traditional patterns of hostage.
smoking, according to the Robert
Just because many college stuong gone are the days Wood Johnson Foundation.
d~nts believe they are occasional
of smoking a pack a
A 2004 study conducted by the smokers, does not mean that the
'I day.
foundation found that social smok- habit will not ensnare them later.
Experts are concerned that the
Today, many students prefer to ing is a distinct model of tobacco
use that is common among college growing trend of social smoking
inhale on a weekend basis.
"I only smoke on the week- students and may represent a dis- will have a serious impact on
ends," CSUSB senior Rita Elias tinct stage in the uptake of smoking, health, according to jointo- ·
said. "But I usually go through a or in simpler terms, the addiction to gether.org.
the smoking habit.
pack by Sunday."
Social smokers don't think of
The popularity of social smokCSUSB students express the smoking as a bad habit, yet they
ing by college students is on the same opinions about smoking as could be setting themselves up for a
rise.
most research on the topic has de- lifelong habit and addiction to nicotine.
Nearly half of all college scribed.
"I only smoke when I'm
In addition, experts said social
. smokers consider themselves
"&orne-day" smokaround a lot of smokers ignore the real health risks
ers or "social"
people," Elias of light smoking.
These risks include early onset
smokers, accord- "1 only smoke when said. "This is
ing to the Centers I'm around a lot of usually at parties of asthma, emphysema, respiratory
for Disease Conbecause I am infections, chronic heart failure and
people...
drinking. But cancer.
trol and PrevenAnd the adverse effects do not ·
tion (CDC).
• • • • • • • • • • • • " now it is whenever a large stop here.
Lighting up
Smoking can also severely age
has almost become a national past group of people are smoking
titne for college students in the around me. But it is easy for me to people· externally.
United States, especially when so- stop."
. Age spots, bad breath, wrincial situations arise, according to
Elias, like many students, be- kles, sagging skin and yellow teeth
the CDC.
lieves that quitting will come easily are just some examples of the neg"This age group is heavily in- when she fmishes her time at ative aspects.
Smoking ~ddiction can happen
fluenced by marketing ploys and CSUSB ..
strategies that encourage smoking.
According to a 2006 survey by easily, cause a variety of serious
New social situations in combina- the San Diego State University Re- health problems and take away
tion with peer pressure may tum search Foundation, the ease of quit- years of one's life; so it is important
students, who rarely or never ting may be more out of reach than to look for treatment options.
The CSUSB Student Health
smoked before college, into ad- students think.
Almost one in eight college Center offers a variety of programs
dicted users," Barbara Gwinn, associate director of the center for students initiate smoking while in to help students quit.
health education and wellness at college and nearly 1S percent tranFor more information on quitsition from non-daily to daily ting go to the Student Health Center Many college students consider themselves social smokers and think they can quit at anytime. Experts
John Hopkins University, said.
or visit jointogether.org for general warn that this new phenomenon can have real health risks (Brianna Goldberg/Chronicle).
Despite recent fmdings, social smoking.
Smoking addiction does not information.
smoking is a pattern of smoking be-

Brianna Goldberg
Staff Writer

L

The acai berry diet has gained popularity for its proposed effectiveness (Courtesy of frutavidalink.com).
Katelyn Duffy
Staff Writer
ong term miracle diets
do not exist, according
to Joseph Hughes, a
CSUSB professor of Health Science & Human Ecology.
· , . There has been a lot of hype
about the acai berry (pronounced asigh-ee) in the media regarding_the
fruits' supposed health and dietary
benefits.
"The acai berry is the fruit of
the acai palm that is traditionally
consumed in Brazil," consumer
science advisor Chutima Ganthavom, Ph.D. said. "It has gained
popularity because recent research
shows that consuming acai juice
and pulp can raise plasma antioxi. dant capacity."
Antioxidants are the best defense we have against aging and
disease and hav~ been proven to
promote overall good health in
many
ways
according
to
www.acairesearch.org.
Combined with the many other
nutrients in the acai berry, it's no
'wonder that highly regarded dermatologist Dr. Nicholas Perricone
: .and many other prominent experts
consider acai berries . to be the
·· "number one superfood," according
to www.acairesearch.org.
"A diet which includes acai
berries is very attractive because it

says we can lose weight without including the berries, has helped her
having to add discipline to our life," lose her weight.
It is debatable whether or not
Hughes said.
MonaVie, the chief acai pro- this "superfood" can cure cancer,
ducer in North America, can be but it has been proven to contain
credited with bringing awareness of _ high levels of antioxidants and has
the acai berry to at least 75 percent celebrities raving.
Hughes believes that the acai
of the American population.
However, since the business berry is probably safe as part of a
'
model ofMonaVie is a Multi-Level balanced diet.
"If someone were to eat primaMarketing (MLM) company, many
questionable marketing procedures rily acai berries, that would be an
unbalanced diet that was unsafe,"
by individual distributors.
MonaVie believes that there Hughes said.
Acai berries have helped some
are individual distributors who become too greedy, and sell their people lose unwanted weight.
Where is the downside?
product "too hard."
"Consumers need to realize
MonaVie believes this is the
fault of the individual distributor that focusing on one food is not a
who spoke or wrote their own good thing. The human body needs
words, not the fault of the corpora- a variety of nutrients to stay
healthy," Ganthavorn said.
tion.
A weight loss diet that is a
MonaVie has strict rules in
quick
fix is not recommended beplace for what their distributors can
cause
many
are quick to change eatand cannot say about the product.
Despite the evidence of poten- ing habits once they see results.
To lose weight, and to be able
tial scams on the Internet claiming
to provide acai berries to consumers to maintain the lower weight, you
for cheap, celebrities aren't having need a combination of a ba1anced
any trouble getting their hands on diet and exercise.
"There is not much money to
the real deal.
Oprah Winfrey has publicly be made by telling people to live
stated on her show that the berries more disciplined lives that include
are now a regular part of her daily setting ' aside time to exercise,"
Hughes said. "Y/e will probably
life.
She claims to feel younger, continue to hear about new miracle
diets like the acai berry diet for the
more active, and free of stress.
Winfrey also says that the diet, foreseeable future."
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Justin Delos Reyes
Staff Writer

T-b: Bobby Brown, Johnny Gill,
Ralph Tresvant (Courtesy of
Washington Times, WLA Talent,
E Media Wire).

about doing something together. We
felt like there was no better time
than now because we weren't doing
anything with New Edition to celebrate
the New Edition 25th anThe lead singers of New Ediniversary.
tion have formed a new group,
So this was a perfect time for
Heads ofState.
us to get together and go out beew artists have made cause we wanted to celebrate.
the transition from boys
And I think that after over 25
to men and went on to years (of performing), we wanted to
become legends in the R&B game. do something that was going to reBobby Brown, Johnny Gill and juvenate and excite us, and do
Ralph Tresvant, better known as the something different that we could
voices of New Edition, have stood give to the fans.
CC: What's it like performing with
the test of time for over 25 years.
To celebrate their longevity in the just the three of you on stage?
an ever changing industry, the trio Ralph Tresvant: We're excited.
reconvened uhder a moonlit sky at The energy is real.
Right now this is fresh to us,
the Greek Theatre in Los Angeles
it's like the beginning._It's the flfSt
on Oct. 9 as the Heads of State.
With every little step, the time the three of us have been on
Heads of State, minus New Edition stage· (together). I've never permembers Bell Biv DeVoe, wowed formed "My Prerogative~' and_
the audience as they took them "Don't Be Cruel."
For me, being a fan of the
down memory lane.
Fans were delighted to hear records and that those are my
them perform· Brown's "My Pre- brother's hits, I'm just having a ball.
rogative," Gill's "My, My, My" and . Bobby Brown: It's a new thing.
Tresvant's "Sensitivity," among When you've been in the business
for 25 years, you have to keep it
other solo records.
And they received an extra new and fresh for the people. It's
treat when the trio sang a few of the most exciting feeling in the
New Edition's greatest hits; includ- world to be on tour with your brothing "Mr. Telephone Man," "Cool It ers.
Now" and "Iflt Isn't Love."
CC: When you were recording
After the show, the Heads of "Candy Girl" in 1983, did you ever
State sat down with the Coyote think you would make it this far?
Chronicle for a light-hearted con- RT: Bobby did. Bobby always used
versation and briefly discussed their to tell us that we'd be on Soul Train
celebration of 25 years in the music and Solid Gold. He used to have
industry.
these dreams and we'd sit around
and
laugh at him.
* * * * *
Coyote Chronicle: Whose
He'd say, "Get that step! Hit
idea was it to form the Heads of that note!" (laughs). But the next
State?
thing you know, we're on Soul
Johnny Gill: We've always talked Train. That was our first stop.

8£

Bobby's a good predictor.
When he says stuff, a lot of stuff
can happen. He predicted that the
next time we see each other, we
were going to have a black president. And in the words of Johnny
Gill's little son, Isaiah, "Ta-da!"
CC: With 25 years of experience
under your belt, what advice do you
have for young people who want to
pursue a career in the music industry?
BB: Stay positive and practice your
craft. Whatever you want to do in
life, you can do it.
It's been proven time and time
again.
RT: That's the truth. Whatever you
want to do, stick with it and keep
tuining it out. If you do that, they
can't stop you.
When you do what you do well
when you get in front of them, nobody can take anything from you.
They have to give it up.

* * * * *

Brown and Tresvant, along
with Michael Bivins, Ricky Bell
and Ron DeVoe, are the original
members ofNew Edition.
The group's first single,
"Candy Girl," was relea~in 1983
and reached the top.,.of the R&B
charts.
'
Brown left New Edition three
years later to pursue a solo career
and was replaced by Gill in 1989.
All six members came together
in 1996 to record the highly anticipated "Home Again" album.
'
• They have yet to release another album with every member on

it.
A movie chronicling New Edition 's career is in the works, according to Tresvant.

'Role Models' is No.2 at the box office (Courtesy of Universal Pic-

tures).

'Role Models'
been in a relationship for seven
years and is extremely unhappy
with his life and job. He is a whinhe new comedy "Role
ing, misanthropic underachiever
Models" starring Sean who realizes he is in an occupaWilliams Scott and
tional rut he is too depressed to do
:Paul Rudd has successfully huanything about.
Each of the men have to play
mored millions into laughing out
big brothers, known in the film as
of their seats.
Wheeler (Scott) and Danny
"bigs," to a couple of troubled
(Rudd) are men who tour L.A.
youth boys, Augie (Christopher
Mintz-Plasse), a medieval fantasy
area schools lecturing students
ab.out the evils of drugs while ped- role play fanatic and Ronnie (Bobb'e J. Thompson), a mischievous
dling the made-up energy drinks,
fouled-mouthed brat, in a program
Minotaur.
known as "Sturdy Wings."
Both men play role models
The comedy portrayed in the
who are hardly models at all. ,
film is lewd, crude and sexual, but
Wheeler is a college-type frat
also intelligent, heartfelt and diboy who never wants to get married and loves to be with different
rect.
women every night. He portrays
With a different set of actors
the same drooling skirt chaser and
and supporting actors the film .
the same trademark grin that Scott would be a complete bore.
Director David Wain and edi,Played in "American Pie." His ob- '
tor Eric Kissack never allow the
session with the band "KISS" in
the film is the underlying cause to
movie to wear out its welcome.
his infatuation with females which
Despite the unnecessary erode
1s referenced throughout the film.
humor involved in the movie, overDanny, on the other hand, has
all the film was funny.
Sarah Mulvogue
Staff Writer

T

Taylor Swift's sophomore album, "Fearless", is available in stores (Courtesy of Call Me Entertainment).

Taylor Swift is ~Fearless ~
aylor Swift's latest CD,
"Fearless," features
narrative stories of
young teenage love.
Every song has a particular
message, most of them are directed
to young girls, about being in love,
being upset and appreciating family.
.
After Swift's debut album sold
3 million copies in 2006, she put
herself in a position where it was
crucial for her to produce another
successful album.
"Fearless" does just that.
The album wraps pop, rock
and country· all into one.
Although Swift's songs have
always been directed to the younger
teenage crowd, "Fearless" has a
few songs for everyone.
"Change," a song written about
the future, was the first song on the
album to chart, but "Love Story"
was the first single to hit radio.
The song tells Swift's version
of a perfect fairy tale love, was the
first single to air and was her third
song to reach Billboard Country
Charts number one slot.
"Forever and Always" was
written about ex-boyfriend Joe
Jonas and recorded after he broke

up with Swift in a 25-second phone preach.
Stardom for her has meant
conversation. Swift said the title is
"obviously a sarcastic one."
more than transforming into a BarSwift celebrated her "Fearless" bie doll. She's in the spotlight, but
release on the Ellen DeGeneres remains the innocent teen she"was
Show with a surprise appearance prior to stardom.
"I think that when you put out
from Swift's celebrity crush, Justin
Timberlake.
one song or you're in one movie ...
Timberlake's surprise appear- you're a role model whether you
ance was a gift to Swift to help her chose to embrace it or whether you
get over Jonas.
chose to ignore it," Swift said in a
"We've all
recent interbeen there, Tayview.
joe jonas broke up
lor," Timberlake
"I just
with Swift in a 25- chose to ·emsaid.
Swift is mabrace it besecond phone call.
ture beyond her
cause I feel
years, but she can
like it's the
still write songs that relate to young biggest honor in the world when a
girls in love.
mom comes up to me and says. my
"Fearless" is one of the best daughter listens to your music and I
country albums of2008.
think it's so great she looks up to
The 18-year-old, blond-haired you.
blue-eyed artist takes a brave ap- "You know that's not just a compliproach to her music.
ment on my music ... that's a comUnlike the majority of the pliment on my character and that's
artists in the music industry, Swift really, really sweet to get that,"
has written or co-written all of her Swift said.
songs.
Swift's maturity has really
With the pressures of success shown through her successful debut
and the mind-set that "sex sells," fe- album in 2006 and instead of taking
male artists are highly likely to the high road like past starlets, ·she
dress in skimpy clothing and sing has chose to remain considerate of
scandalous songs.
her young fan base.
Swift's
sophomore
In Swift's case however, she
prefers to take the professional ap- album,"Fearless", is in stores now.
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Pride Center advocates
for HIV awareness, testing
Viet Nguyen
Staff Writer
et tested and become
aware of HIV on HIV
Awareness day.
CSUSB students are urged by
the Pride Center, who will be presenting HIV Awareness Day, to attend on Thurs. Nov. 20 from 10
a.!Jl.-4 p.m in the Santos Manual
Student Union.
The event is part of the Inland
Ajds Project, a non-profit group
that provides vital support services
to those infected with, or affected
by HIVIAIDS in the Inland Empire
area of Southern California.
. Students, faculty, and all visitors can walk in to get tested at no
cost, but if anyone wants to ensure
they get tested, walking in early is
advised.
"Last year we had such a high
demand from students that they had
to be turned away," Stephanie
Loera, Pride Center student assistant and HIV Awareness Coordinator said.
Two testing methods are offered in which testers will either receive instant results or wait 2-4
weeks to see their results.
The event will be lead by two
speakers.
Loera said that one of the
speakers will be from the Health
Science building whose field of
specialty is HIV research, and the
other speaker is Carlos Carrio, a
Health Education/Wellness Coordinator from the Student Health Center.
Carrio will be speaking about
behaviors that might lead to
prbmiscuity and apathy.
"[Carrio's speech is] something that students, faculty and
everyone can leave more motivhed
and knowledgeable about the
facts," Loera said.

G

Student association helps
build Islamic awareness.
Chris Alsina
Staff Writer

T he Pride Center offers a variety of informational pamp hlets about

mv, as well as on treatment/prevention (Nick De Leon/Chronicle).
There will also be a panel of
speakers who are HIV positive and
from various demographics of society.
"We want all demographics for
our speakers", Loera said. "Wereally want to hit the African American community because it affects
them the most and also Latinos. We
also want to get older folks and
younger folks and a mix of women
as well."
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
based on 2005 data of 33 states,
37,331 cases have been diagnosed
as HIV positive. Of those 37,331
cases, African-Americans account
for 49 percent; Whites account for
31 percent; Hispanics account for
18 percent; and Asians account for
1 percent.
"In ter:ms of the panel, we want
students to put a face to the disease.
If they could see a face it would resonate more to them. They would
think 'wow this could affect me,"'
Loera said.

According to Loera, her opinion on the issue of students getting
HIV is that "as students we do a lot
of risky things, we think we're indestructible especially when you're
young and you have your first few
boyfriends and you're sexually active." ·
"We don't see the impact that
every action could bring, like what
HIV and STDs," Loera said.
Loera hopes the event will also
bring attention to other groups.
"I hope this will help the student body step out and help. We
don't tend to speak-out about this
openly except among friends,"
Loera said.
During the event, students can
also donate food as part of the lnlandAlDS Project Food Drive.
"Families with HIV need food
so this is what The Inland Aid Project is there for," Loera said.
For more information on HIV
Awareness Day and th~ Inland
AIDS Project, contact Loera' at
(909) 537-5963.

he U.S. may have gone
overseas to fight a war
in Afghanistan, but our
home is their home.
CSUSB is home to many students of the Islamic faith, which is
why CSUSB's Muslim Student Association is sponsoring and presenting Islamic Awareness Week.
Islamic Awareness Week will
start from Nov. 17-21 and will be
held every day of the week from
2:30-4 p.m. in the Santos Manuel
Student Union Theater (Room
107)..
As part of the Intematipnal Education Week, Islamic Awareness
Week provides stud)lfts who do not
have much insight on the Islamic
faith a chance to come and get educationed of the culture.
"The awareness week is an academic way to show how integrated
Muslims can be," Dr. Dany
Doueiri, a professor in the Departmcmt ofWorld Languages and Literature said. "This is an opportunity
for people outside the Muslim faith
to see what it is like inside the religion."
The Muslim Student Associa-

tion would like students to know
that all are welcome to the events
that will feature prominent guests
will speak about Islam and answer
questions.
Morna Kahala and Medina
Sahak are two Muslim students
who are excited that CSUSB is taking the time to represent and teach
the background of their faith.
"It's a good thing for us to
have our school spread the awareness of our culture," Sahak said.
"It's nice to see that people are
getting the opportunity to get an
idea of what our culture is really
about," Kahala said.
The first day of the week's
events was held on Mon., Nov. 17,
where guest speaker Amir Mertaban will present "Jesus (Peace Be
Upon Him) in the Qur'an" in the
SMSU Theater.
The second of the week's
events will be held on Tues., Nov.
18, where Mr. Anas Daghmoumi
will lead a discussion on the
Qur'an.
On Wed., Nov. 19, Imam Mahmoud Harmoush and Dr. Ahmed
Sobah will present the fundamentals oflslam and a discussion on the
women of Islam and then on
Thurs., Nov. 20, Dr. Mohammed

Japanese tradition
. of manga,
C:Utimation discussed CJ.t/panel
(

Yctneth Hoil
St'af!Writer
anga comics are an
important part of
~
Japanese culture
and they are a growing phenomenon in America.
A panel discussion on Japanese Animation and Manga at
CSUSB as part of the International
Education week.
In the U.S., Manga sales are
$200 million per year, according to
Publishers Weekly.
Manga are comics that are
often used for entertainment, and
can also be used for educational
purposes.
One important distinction is
that Manga and anime are not the
same. Manga are printed comics
while anime are cartoons.
Prof. Suharu Ogawa, a
CSUSB Art Department staff member, participated as one of the panelists.
"Artists and scholars collaborate in order to create manga
comics that can be used in an educational setting," Ogawa said.
"Mangajin," which is a magazine that uses Manga as a tool to
teach Japanese, was also discussed
during the event.
"American comics can also be
used as an educational tool to learn
the English language," Ogawa said.
One example cited during the
panel was that of Garfield comic
strips, which help students learn
English because the language in the
comic strip is short and accessible.
Prof. Makiko Amaya, a
CSUSB professor from the Department of World Languages and Literatures, also participated as a
panelist and focused on manga and

LOGYPROG

In her presentation, Amaya
said that manga can make language
learning more entertaining by giving students visual images, realistic
storylines and ·context and natur~l
real-life conversational Japanese.
Dr. Joe Sutliff Sanders from
CSUSB's English department also
participated.
:
Dr. Sanders said that the study
of English literature includes poetry, novels, film and texts that
come from other countries like,
Japanese manga.
"The advanced study of Japan-

ese comic
understand the Americans that read
manga and the Japanese that create
it," Dr. Sanders said.
Dr. Sanders also stated that the
purpose of reading Manga is to
evaluate and analyze the context of
the culture that makes it.
"It's important for students to
have these types of discussions because it reminds , them that what
they arc learning does not only
apply to high culture, Like poetry,"
Dr. Sanders said. "It also applies to
the things that we. encounter' in our
daily lives."

---·--------~-~~~-~ ---~----~ -~~~~--------~---~--··----

s

Osmani will talk about health care
issues in Afghanistan.
The last of the week's events
will be on Fri., Nov. 21, as Mohamad Nasser and Qari Youssef
Edgehouch will discuss the topic of
tolerance in Qur'anic Recitations.
"We are trying to make it as
easy as possible for students to attend by having the events at the
same place and at the same time
every day of the week," CSUSB
student Raheema Saleh said.
"We want to bring people outside Islamic faith and do exactly
what the name says, to broaden
their awareness of the culture,"
Saleh said.
Saleh said, "We want to teach
them something they really don't
have an idea of. That's why we are
holding these lectures."
"It is both very nice and important that our school is having
these events for the Muslim culture," student Huda Khoud said.
Khoud said, "I believe that this
is something that all schools should
do. Our culture is portrayed by the
m\dia in ways that inform people in
the wrong way."
Khoud has said that she will be
lending a hand in the awareness
week any way she can.
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Commons taking a bite
out of students' wallets
This concept allows each diner
day at the commons because it
·
to
choose
an entree (i.e. hot dogs or
makes me feel like I'm getting that
special, just-for-me home-cooked pizza or cold sandwich, a side, a
kay, I've tried to be meal for that special thank-God- drink and a dessert- and they'd better pick it all at once because return
patient. I've tried to for-financial-aid price.
The first few days the com- trips, even just to grab a to-go carbe optimistic.
I lost all hope the other day mons was open, I was quite en- ton, (I saw it with my own eyes!)
when I showed up completely thralled with the idea of this are forbidden.
You can't expect these guys to
starved to the commons and their old-school cafeteria concept.
But like the thrills of a new re- be satisfied with a few hot dogs.
main entree qf the day was hot
lationship, the excitement soon died And I'm sorry, but you can't have
dogs. Hot dogs? Really?
the words "all," ''you" and "eat" in
Okay, maybe at Wienersh- down.
Instead of surprise bouquets of the same sentence without giving
nitzel, to save money I'll occasionally choke down a couple dogs for a fl<;>wers, I was suddenly lucky to be people a sense of entitlement.
Anyway, more and more, I
offered a stick of gum.
couple bucks.
That jerk! Oh, sorry. I digress. check out the dish of the day and
But for one of my only two
full-course meals of the week?
What started out as kind-of- wander right back out of the com(Yes, I only eat "balanced" meals at cool entrees that seemed balanced mons and begin the search for grub
school and yes, I only go to school and yummy, quickly became teeny in the student union. And wow!
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Yes, chicken drumsticks soaking in a What happened there?
I guess I could shell out that
questionable "sauce," or at least
I'll be here forever.)
same seven bucks for some HawaiI'm sorry, but hot dogs are not twice now, hot dogs.
Just a side note, whenever I see ian white rice and chicken and a
an entree, especially not for $6.99
the
cafeteria
workers scolding the soda, but I'm always just a little
($7 .99 at dinner).
Yes, I know the commons has big athlete guys piling burgers, suspicious that I'm paying prea sandwich bar and a grill that turns pizza and sandwiches in a flimsy mium prices for a combination
out greasy burgers by the dozen, but tower on their trays, I'm reminded that's a peasant staple in much of
when I shell out my bi-weekly of just how dumb the all-you-care- the world.
Once I remembered that my
seven bucks, I'd like somethingjust to-eat concept is.
At the commons the dining is friend, Tonya, had enticed my ena tad bit more gourmet than
not all you can eat, but rather what tire class for over an hour as she dewieners, burgers or bologna.
molished this amazing-smelling
I always pick the entree of the they call "all you care to eat."
chiCken salad from the Union's
WOW Cafe & Wingery. I headed
there to get my ow.n.
Six bucks?! For lettuce with
chicken?
Sierra Glass (left) and Daniellc Dcsaussure (right) in the commons (Elena MartineitChronicle).
I think my money would be
t,hat you care to.
box. It's 1.99.
-major.
better spent on the rice.
The breadsticks are yummy
Maybe Food Services will nol'hat being said, I' m just an
I don't know, maybe I'm just
being picky. Or cheap.
opinion wciter and have no experi- and you get lots of carbohydrates tice ! drop in business and realize .
with some fruit thrown in. l'm ref- that their customers are Indeed,
That could be it. After all, it is ence in being a food critic.
However, I've figured out what erencing the marinara dip - re- starving college students, but not
nearing the end of the quarter.
It's that time when I start re- food to buy at school, for a decent member tomatoes are fruits not starving so completely that they're. ·
going to pay seven bucks for a hot
gretting some of my early financial- price, that will sustain you through veggies!
aid
purchases
(Scented the school-day.
Munch on that when you feel dog.
And I'm about to share it with you' re about to faint. Then at the •
highlighters?! What was I thinkBut then again, I guess when ·
end of the day· take •your seven · they 'See us paying a hundreq bucks ,
ing?) as the dollars dwindle down you, my dedicated readers.
until the next disbursement. Sud~
Head to the union and that bucks to Applebee 's where salads for a bunch of papers wedged hedenly,
I'm
more
worried
about
handy
little Pizza Hut quick dis- are supposed to be overpriced or to tween cardboard at the bookstore, .
Food in the commons is not cheap (Elena Martinez/Chronicle).
penser thing. Grab the breadsticks a buffet where you really can eat all they know they've got us.
~udgeting than an accounting

Elena Martinez
Staff Writer

0

Obama and Emanuel display
sharp contrast in leadei-ship
DeVoyaji Burton
Staff Writer

C

ongressman
Rahm
Emanuel will be President-elect Obama's
Chief of Staff.
This is the same man who proposes compulsory civilian service
from those between the ages of 18
and 25.
His plan would include a vast
majority of the student population.
The same man who has been both
criticized and praised on both sides
of the political fence.
In his book, "The Big Plan:
Big Ideas for America," Emanuel
wrote, "It's time for a real Patriot
Act that brings out the patriot in all
of us. We propose universal civilian
service for every young American.
Under this plan, all Americans be-

tween the ages of 18 and 25 will be
asked to serve their country by
going through three months of basic
training, civil defense preparatiQn
and community service. . .
"Here's how it would work.
Young people will know that between the ages of eighteen and
twenty-five, the riation will enlist
them for three months of civilian
service. They'll be asked to report
for three months of basic civil defense training in their state or community, where they will learn what
to do in the event of biochemical,
nuclear or conventional attack; how
to assist others in an evacuation;
how to respond when a levee
breaks or we're hit by a natural disaster."
Dissenters accuse Emanuel of
proposing a draft.
His proponents agree that this

President-elect Obama has selected congressman Rahm Emanuel to
be his white house chief of staff (Courtesy of nydailynews.com).

will show the spirit of patriotism
within ·those between the ages of
18-25.
I believe the community service aspect of the proposal is commendable.
However, if this proposal is
mandatory rather than voluntary it
would be trampling on our civil liberties.
Emanuel is renowned for his
firecracker personality that contrasts with Obama's. IfObama were
Martin Luther King, Emanuel
would be the Malcolm X of the
duo.
BuisnessWeek
praised
Obama's selection, saying that
while Obama is cool: Emanuel is
"fire and passion backed with relentless drive."
They praised Emanuel's ability
to get things done.
They also said Emanuel had
sacrificed "personal ambition."
This was regarding him becoming
chief of staff instead of house
speaker a position he seemed close
to realizing.
Slate.com did a report about
Emanuel's prior hesitation to becoming chief of staff. Emanuel attributed it to his family which
would have to move from Chicago
to Washington.
I'd say it was maybe due to the
fact that he'd be unable to become
speaker of the house for the Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee (DCCC).
During his tenure as Chair for
the DCCC Emanuel was instrumental in the recapturing of the
House of Representativ..es by the
Democratic Party in 2006, after
which he ailegedly told the Republicans to go "f--- themselves."
Emanuel also worked for for-

Emanuel is known for his fire and passion backed with relentless drive (Courtesy of politico.com).
mer president Bill Clinton as an adVIsor.
He is credited with raising a
great sum of the money used for
Clinton's presidential campaign.
He is also said to have mailed a
dead fish to a pollster he was upset
with.
Another instance had Emanuel
shouting the names of his enemies
while driving a steak knife through
a table repeatedly shouting "dead! "
after every stab.
In "The Argument: Billionaires, Bloggers, a':ld the Battle to
Remake Democratic Politics,"
Emanuel wrote, "I have my knee
on their [the Republican's] vertebra~ and I'm not going to let up on
the pressure until I hear the vertebrae snap."
No wonder Emanuel was given
the moniker Rahmbo.
When Obama's selection for
chief of staff became public, former
Republican congressman and the
host of MSNBC's "Morning Joe,"
Joe Scarborough was incensed.
"[The selection of Emanuel] is

a very bad sign for a United Amer- Emanuel had ca_lled him saying
ica because Rahm Emanuel is all ''I'm no longer representing myself,
brass knuckles. Barack Obama, if I'm representing this president and
he selects [Emanuel] has just sent a he wants to work with you."
This showed a commitment to
message to Republicans: drop
dead." Scarborough said.
look past party lines in order to get
"Barack Obama's first deci- the president-elect's objectives at-· · •
sion as President-elect undermines tained.
Mark Halperin, editor-at-large
his promise to ' heal the divides,"'
for
Time
magazine, also called
Republican National Committee
Emanuel
misunderstood.
Halperin
Spoesman Alex Conant said.
" Rahm Emanuel is a partisan in- tried convincing Joe Scarborough
sider who played a lead role in that Emanuel was willing to work
breaking Washington. The White with Republicans.
· '
Our new Chief of Staff does
House needs a chief of staff - not a
chief campaigner like Emanuel. have a colorful background and a
Our nation will be ill-served if common consensus is that he will
Obama runs the White House•the be able to get things done in the
way 'Rahmbo' ran the Democratic , white house, however, it is debatable if his political biases will affect
Congress."
Alleged by many to be a his performance, or if his civil serv"harsh partisan," Emanuel has ice act will come into effect any- ·
shown that he is willing to work time soon.
Time can only tell what Presi-·
with the Republican Party.
The Los Angeles Times inter- dent-elect Obama's selection will
viewed David Dreier, a Republican mean for the rest of us, and if we
that has worked with President- should refer to the new Chief of
elect Obama in the past.
Staff as Mr. Emanuel or Rahmbo
Dreier told the Times that the Green beret.
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Golfers raise
money for
sports teams
I

Jon Ross Alexander
Staff Writer

M

Tim Denson won a state championship at Fullerton College a nd is ready to help the Coyotes this season (Chris Ba ker/Chronicle).

..

Home sweet home
Chr is Baker
Staff Writer

A

fter playing at two
other schools, senior
basketball player Tim
Denson has finally found a home at
CSUSB.
It was a rough road for Denson, a former high school star at
Corona Santiago High School.
He planned to attend Mt. San
Antonio College after graduating to
pursue a college education andturther his athletic career.
However, a friend of his
sparked Denon's interest in Fullerton College's basketball program.
"I liked it a lot," Denson said.
"But the first year was hard."
The Fullerton College Hornets
struggled throughout their 20042005 season and finished 15-15.
The rough season prompted
Denson to question whether or not
he wanted to be there.
"I had a long talk with my parents," Denson said._"We decided it
was best for me to stay."
The decision paid off. The following season the Hornets went an
astounding 37-0 and won the Cali-

fornia state title and Denson was
He then set his sights on going
namedMVP.
back home to California. But it was
The defensive minded guard hardly the welcome back he ex~
drew notice from Division I schools pected.
such as Cal State Northridge, Uni"I committed to UC Irvine, but
versity of Denver, Texas Christian it just didn't work out," Denson
University and Colorado State.
said.
After serious thought and a
He then tried to play at Cal
visit, Denson signed with Colorado State Northridge, Cal State Fullerton and Pepperdine, but a wall sepState in 2006.
His excitement soon turned to arated him from his dreams once
discontent as life
again.
"It was
at Colorado State
frustrating,
none
was not what he
of the classes
anticipated.
would transfer
"That year
over," Denson
was horrible: the
said. "It was•
weather, environsomething that
ment,
everything," Denson 111Jl1!!!!!1!1!1!!1!!!1!!!!!J!II!!!I!!JII!III!!!!!!JII!!!II_ _..,_~ was out of my
control."
said.
Denson, discouraged and
As if the surroundings weren't
enough for Denson to leave, he re- drained, deE'ided to quit.
ceived additional incentive to bolt
'~L was burnt out," Denson said.
"I wanted to be done.''
from the Rocky Mountain state.
However, the sport of basket"Some
teammates
were
shady," Denson said. "One guy ball wasn't done with him as herepulled a gun on another. I had to get ceived a call from CSUSB
associate head coach Paul Trevor.
out."
"They called and asked me to
Denson and eight other players
left the program at the end of the come in for a workout," Denson
said.
season.

"I'm really thankful
just to be here. I can't
thank the coaches
enough."

D uring his · trip, Denson saw
what CSUSB could offer.
"I liked the arena, coaches and
players," Denson said.
Soon after visiting the school
he committed to CSUSB.
"It was hard going from Diviion I to Division II," Denson said.
"But I was happy."
Now Denson is an integral
piece of a talented team expected to
compete not only for the CCAA
title, but a National title as well.
"I'm really thankful just to be
here," Denson said. ,"I can't thank
the coaches enough."
Denson will express his gratitude on the court where the team
will rely on his shut down defense.
"I want to be the best defender
in the conference," Denson said.
Denson was one of four Coyotes to score in double figures in the
team's first exhibition game of the
year. He scored' 17 points in the
Coyotes' second exhibition game
against Azusa Pacific University on
Nov. 13.
After bouncing around from
school to school like a basketball,
Denson feels like he has finally
found a home.

oney makes the
world go 'round.
Knowing this, the
athletics department hopes to continue its mission of giving the world
to its student-athletes.
More than 120 golfers took to
the green at the Arrowhead Country Club for the 13th annual Dave
Stockton Coyote Classic on Nov.
10. The event is a large part of how
CSUSB athletics earns their scholarship money.
Fifty thousand dollars was
raised at the event.
Scholarship money is vital to
the athletics program. It assures the
members of the eleven athletic
teams on campus financial aid for
tuition and housing.
"A lot of student athletes
wouldn't be in college without any
type of financial assistance," Sen,
ior Associate Athletic Director
Mike Kovack said. "It is our responsibility to these student-athletes that they are taken care of
accordingly."
CSUSB competes in the Division II level of the NCAA. Schools
that compete in Division I receive
more funds for athletes on full-ride
scholarships.
"As of now, CSUSB only offers partial scholarships," Kovack
said. "Our department gets a certain
amount of dollars that we allocate
to the various coaches and they determine where the money goes
from there as far as who gets how
much."
Corporate sponsors such as
Bakers and Anheuser-Busch make
donations as well.
"Through our corporate sponsors we are able to get a considerable amount of our scholarship
dollars to put towards our athletes,"
Kovack said. "Every year we allocate over $600,000 in financial as-

sistance, so every penny helps."
To ensure that the money doesn't go to .waste, the students must
handle business in their respective
sports and perform well in the
classroom.
"When ranked against other
schools in the CCAA, our academic
GPA is constantly in the top five of
the conference," Kovack said. "We
ensure that our student-athletes
hold the student part of that title
very high when ' representing
CSUSB ."
The university also takes private donations from alumni and
other donors over the years.
They include the Obershaw
family, the Coussoulis family, Nick
Kennedy and Dave Stockton, the
namesake of the annual golf tournament.
"In order to show thanks to our
donors and corporate sponsors, we
invite our student-athletes to meet,
greet and thank everyone that has
had any part of their schooling
Being taken care of," Kovack said.
"If it wasn't for these donors, some
of our athletes would not be here.··
Scholarship money helps the
athletic teams stay competitive with
the rest of the Division II teams
across the nation.
The athletics department plans
to implement a Hall of Fame
awards ceremony in May to raise
more money for scholarships, according to Kovack.
It's important for money to
keep flowing in, so student-athletes
can receive the resources they need
to be successful at CSUSB.
"I thitik overall that scholarship dollars help put us on the map
and helps us be competitive while
paying their tuition," Tom Mainez,
head golf coach, said. "This is how
we remain ahead of the pack."
And thanks to the scholarship
money that they receive, they hope
to continue that trend for many
years to come.

Individual honors not enough
Senior volleyball player Meghan Haas wants to win
a national championship before she leaves CSUSB
Gabriel Alviz o
Staff Writer
eghan Haas hopes
to end her volleyball career by
watching the regional and the national title banners hung in Coussoulis Arena.
Haas, the senior libero for the
women's volleyball team, p layed at
Ch aparall High School where she
helped her team win four league
championships.
She transferred from Division
I Louisiana Tech to CSUSB after
her freshman year.
She led Louisiana Tech's volleyball team in digs with 3.97 per
game and 33 service aces during
her tenure at the university.
Haas transferred to CSUSB because she previously established a
good relationship with the school
and their athletic department.
"I was very familiar with the
coaching staff. It was a good fit for
me and it really helped that it was

M

close to home."
If first impressions really do
tell everything about a person, then
one could have foreshadowed the
success Haas would have at
CSUSB after watching her sophomore season.
In 2006, Haas broke the single
season record for digs with 556,
earned All-CCAA First-Team honors, and was an All-Region honorable mention.
Her 2007 season was just as
productive with 493 digs.
She had a return percentage
just under 92 percent and a 90.9
percent serve success rate.
,
This season, Haas helped the
Coyotes to an overall record of23 3 as they stand alone in first place
atop the CCAA women's volleyball
standings.
"Meghan is one of the most
competent and complete p layers
this school has ever had." Head
Coach Kim Cherniss said. "Her understanding of the game and ability
to adapt defensively is what has

--

made us a championship-caliber
team."
That speaks volumes for Haas
who is part of a team that is ranked
second in the nation and first in the
West Region.
Haas and Cherniss' relationship hasn't always been perfect.
" [It is] a love-hate relationship. I'm sure we can get sick of
each other at times, but the truth is
we are all in this for the same reason," Haas said.
This year Haas and junior
teammate Sara Hoffman were voted
to the CoSIDA-ESPN The Magazine All-District 8 Academic Team.
Haas is eligible for consideration for Academic All-American
honors after being named to the
first team.
Haas was informed about the
honor by her mom through a congratulatory telephone call.
"I dido ' t even know. My mom
called to congratulate me. It's great
and really nice to be recognized but
I would much rather have a national

title," Haas said.
Haas had her individual expectations for the team corning into the
season and said they have yet to be
fulfilled.
"We're not there yet. We need
to go all the way. Winning a regional championship would be fabulous but I would be disappointed
if we don't get a national championship," Haas said.
Like many athletes, she becomes a different person on the
court.
She considers herself both a
verbal leader and one who also
leads by example.
"I try to be a leader. Sometimes
it comes naturally. I'm a totally different person when I am on the
court," Haas said.
Haas considers herself lucky to
be part of such a great sport.
"It's a team sport and that's
what I love about it," Haas said.
"It' s never about one person or the
individual. It's about working together and I love that."

I

Meghan Haas takes a time out during volleyball practice (Gabriel
Alvizo/Chronicle).
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